
January 2015 
Category Focus 
Personal care packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Glass
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Quality control, inspection and detection
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Special features 
Review of 2014 
Luxury Packaging Awards 2015 launch

February 2015 
Category Focus 
Retailer own-label packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Corrugated
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Filling
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Show preview 
easyFairs Packaging Portfolio, Birmingham 
NEC
Supplements 
The Contract Packer - cosmetics special 
easyFairs Packaging Portfolio, Birmingham 
NEC Show Guide

March 2015
Category Focus 
Food packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Contract packing
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Capping, lidding and sealing
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Show preview 
Pro2Pac
Special features 
UK Packaging Awards 2015 launch

April 2015 
Category Focus 
Pharmaceutical packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Metal packaging
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Form, fill and seal
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Show preview 
Ipack-IMA

May 2015 
Category Focus 
Confectionery packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Closures
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Pallet stretch wrapping
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Supplements 
The Contract Packer - gifting special
Show preview 
North Print & Pack 2015

June 2015 
Category Focus 
Soft drinks packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Flexible plastics
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Robotics, pick and place and conveyors
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile

July 2015 
Category Focus 
Ecommerce packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Foodservice
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Product identification, coding and marking
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Special feature 
Luxury Packaging Awards 2015 Shortlist

August 2015 
Category Focus 
Chilled and frozen food packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Labels
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Thermoforming and blow/injection moulding
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile

September 2015 
Category Focus 
Luxury packaging  
Supplier Analysis 
Rigid plastics
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Label applicators/print and apply systems
Regulars  
Project Profile, Design Case Study and Profile
Special feature 
UK Packaging Awards 2015 Shortlist
Show previews 
Packaging Innovations London 2014 
PPMA Show
Supplements 
Packaging Innovations London Show Guide 
The Contract Packer - food and drink special

October 2015 
Category Focus 
Alcoholic drinks packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Cartons
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Die-cutters and folder-gluers
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Show preview 
Luxe Pack
Special feature 
Luxury Packaging Awards 2015 winners

November 2015 
Category Focus 
Foodservice and on-the-go packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Pallets and logistics
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Printing presses
Regulars  
Project Profile, General feature, Design Case 
Study and Profile
Show preview 
Emballage

December 2015 
Category Focus 
Cosmetics packaging
Supplier Analysis 
Merchants
Equipment Buyers’ Guide 
Blister packaging and counting
Regulars  
Project Profile, Design Case Study and Profile
Special feature 
UK Packaging Awards 2015 Winners
Supplement 
Packaging in 2016

Deadlines
Packaging News comes out in the first week 
of every month. Features are commissioned 
three months before publication, so please 
make sure you contact the team in advance 
if you wish to contribute. For all queries, 
contact editor Philip Chadwick on  
philip.chadwick@metropolis.co.uk

Key features, reports and supplements for the year to come

Please be aware that this features list is subject to change without notice. If in doubt, please contact the Packaging News team

Features 2015 Media information
PackagingNews



Features explainer

Category Focus
Each month’s Category Focus will be an in-depth 
examination of the packaging trends, 
innovations and challenges in a particular end-
user market.  With a focus on the demands from 
brand owners and retailers in each market, each 
feature will look at the materials, formats and 
graphics trends shaping packaging for the 
market; as well as consumer trends, supply 
chain issues and the opportunities and 
challenges for suppliers to that market.

Supplier Analysis
Supplier Analysis looks into the issues that 
packaging manufacturers face in a particular 
sector. Five companies each month will be 
profiled and asked questions specific to their 
company and to the sector in general.

Equipment Buyers’ Guide
The flagship feature of our monthly Equipment 
section looks at developments in a particular 
sector of the machinery market. A one page 
analysis will examine the questions buyers need 
to ask when purchasing kit equipment.

Project Profile
Project Profile features examine a packaging 
equipment investment and explains the 
background to the project, how it was 
implemented and the results.

Design Case Study
Each month, we look in-depth at an innovative 
new pack, and tell the story behind the project 
from the brand owner and designer’s point of 
view.

Profile
Every month we interview an industry personality 
making waves in the packaging sector.

General feature
Packaging News will also run features analysing 
other trends in the packaging supply chain; 
these topics are news-led and are selected close 
to the time of publication, cover anything from 
business issues such as M&A trends to the 
latest in smartphone technology for packaging.

food waste

November 2013

Plus...  Packaging’s biggest marketplace for jobs, materials and services from page 48

Plenty of life yet for 
traditional presses
The challenge from digital isn’t 
slowing development  PAGE 45

tesco is the first to 
unveil waste stats
Drive to combat food waste is 
stepped up with report  PAGE 5

READ THE LATEST HEADLINES AT
WWW.PACKAGINGNEWS.CO.UK

Crafting the right cues 
for the UK beer market 
 PN looks at how the growth in craft beers is leading to some creative and inventive packaging   PAGE 33

QUote of the month

eQUiPment

technology, materials and design can 
work together to maximise security
Essentra’s Dallas on how packaging protects PAGE 28

fortnum & mason is 
given modern look 
High-end retailer’s tea range  
is handed a revamp PAGE 22
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Luxury brands 
spend millions 

building their 
brand image
Natalie Cannon

ButterflyCannon

Consumers will 

need to find 
comfort in brands 

that they trust
Malcolm Sinclair

Tullis Russell
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Cover  feature  Luxury packaging

Luxury packaging  Cover  feature

Unwrapping the luxury package

F
ew things in life are recession proof. One such item is gold 

– when an economic downturn hits home, investors check 

out of risky stocks and shares and plough their money into 

this precious metal. But another unlikely recession proof 

sector is luxury packaging. That’s because of the nature of 

this unique category, explains Stergios Bititsios, associate 

director, packaging and design at MMR Research Worldwide.

“As in every category packaging plays a significant role but in the 

luxury sector it has a greater responsibility because you’re talking 

about premium products here, so there’s an expectation from 

consumers that the pack will look and feel exceptionally good,” 

says Bititsios. “As a result it’s not really a ‘nice to have’; 

it’s a ‘must have’ for this category.”

This theory has been severely put to the test over the 

last few years as the country has endured a double-

dip recession, with packaging specifiers under 

greater pressure than ever to get greater return on 

investment on their packaging spend. 

But what impact – if any – has the recent 

economic downturn had on the luxury packaging 

sector and how large a part does the packaging play 

in the decision making process for purchasers of 

luxury brands?

Packaging working harder

Over the last few years, luxury brand owners have been split 

into two camps when it comes to their packaging spend, says 

Malcolm Sinclair, export director at Tullis Russell.

“The effects of the recession have been very interesting,” says 

Sinclair. “Some brands have looked to contain costs while others 

have looked to accelerate the pace of new launches and upgrade 

their packaging to create more impact with their customers. The 

packaging has had to work harder than ever to sell the product to 

hard-up consumers.”

That’s not to say that consumers have stopped splashing out on 

luxury products altogether during the worst of the recession, says 

Bititsios. “I know it sounds contradictory and ironic, but consumers 

need to find comfort in brands that they trust so they will probably 

cut their spend on other things so that they can find the money to 

buy, or emotionally invest, in those premium brands because they 

make them feel comforted during those tough times.” 

That’s one unique factor that sets this category out from others. 

Another factor is that there are basically only two types of consumer 

who shop the luxury market, says Christina Repcheck, graphic 

designer at Sheridan&Co.

“Firstly you have the considered consumer. These are the 

individuals who want to be 100% certain of the purchase before 

parting with their money. They’re happy to research the products in 

advance so they’re fully clued up before heading into the store. For 

this type of consumer it’s about the customer experience from start 

to finish. They’re informed and there tends to be a level of brand 

loyalty among them. Packaging is inevitably important to them and 

they want it to reflect the quality they already know is on the inside. 

“The second group is the swayed consumer,” continues 

The recession hasn’t dented the luxury goods market; in fact, it’s 

set for solid growth over the next few years. But in this sector, 

how big a role does packaging play in persuading consumers to 

part with their hard-earned cash? Simon Creasey finds out

The Gild: design agency Pearlfisher recently created the luxury 

look for Lucky Spirts’ new whisky to take on the Russian market

Repcheck. “Ultimately they know the type of product they’re 

shopping for, but don’t make a final decision until they’re in store. 

They shop a book by its cover so for this consumer the quality of the 

packaging design can be a deal breaker.”

Regardless of which category shoppers fall into, the point of 

purchase effectively begins well before they get into a store. That’s 

because of the way that brands in this sector aggressively market 

their wares, according to Natalie Alexander, co-founder of brand 

design agency ButterflyCannon.

“Luxury brands spend millions building their brand image 

through all and every appropriate communication channel,” says 

Cannon. “They sponsor luxury events, they advertise in the glossiest 

magazines, they hold the most glamorous parties in the most 

dazzling locations. They tell you about the traditions, qualities and 

heritage of the brand and associate it with wonder and aspiration in 

highly creative ways. So when you, the innocent consumer, come 

into contact with the brand, its packaging, if designed correctly, 

ignites all these sub-conscious feelings and meaning so you are 

compelled to spontaneously buy – probably in the most considered 

way you have ever bought anything.” 

In addition to subversively marketing their products to consumers, 

another key consideration for luxury brand owners, when it comes 

to packaging decisions, is where and how their product is being 

the highest percentage of total company turnover of any sector, 

according to Chrissy Levett, creative director at brand design 

agency LFH.

“A study I did a few years ago showed it accounted for 5% where 

fashion retail, for example, only spends 1% or less. This investment 

is made because it delivers a return,” says Levett.

And the reason these brands are prepared to spend so big on the 

packaging of their products is because they treat it like a “living 

ad,” says Levett. As a result, how it feels and behaves in store and 

in the consumer’s hand is vital. This means that the right graphics 

and structure is of paramount importance. 

“If a brand stands for quality, but the packaging feels poor or ill-

considered then this will do damage to the brand promise,” says 

Levett. “In that sense the packaging must reinforce the brand 

merchandised, says Chris Peach, head of packaging and design at 

Marketing Sciences.

“While the primary pack is seen and used by the consumer, in 

many cases it is an outer box that initially entices the buyer to 

choose the product,” explains Peach.

This is particularly the case when it comes to gifting occasions, 

he adds. “The secondary packaging can be the real reason for 

purchase with a top quality box, for instance, making a luxury good 

an attractive gift. Impressive packaging conveys the message that 

you care about the recipient making the way the product is 

presented especially important.”

From the available evidence it’s clear packaging has an important 

role to play in determining consumer’s purchasing habits which is 

why, as a rule, spend on packaging in the luxury sector accounts for 

Unwrapping the luxury package
Unwrapping the luxury package
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Repcheck. “Ultimately they know the type of product they’re 

shopping for, but don’t make a final decision until they’re in store. 

They shop a book by its cover so for this consumer the quality of the 

Regardless of which category shoppers fall into, the point of 

purchase effectively begins well before they get into a store. That’s 

purchase effectively begins well before they get into a store. That’s 

because of the way that brands in this sector aggressively market 

their wares, according to Natalie Alexander, co-founder of brand 

“Luxury brands spend millions building their brand image 

through all and every appropriate communication channel,” says 

Cannon. “They sponsor luxury events, they advertise in the glossiest 

magazines, they hold the most glamorous parties in the most 

dazzling locations. They tell you about the traditions, qualities and 

heritage of the brand and associate it with wonder and aspiration in 

highly creative ways. So when you, the innocent consumer, come 

into contact with the brand, its packaging, if designed correctly, 

ignites all these sub-conscious feelings and meaning so you are 

compelled to spontaneously buy – probably in the most considered 

In addition to subversively marketing their products to consumers, 

another key consideration for luxury brand owners, when it comes 

to packaging decisions, is where and how their product is being 

merchandised, says Chris Peach, head of packaging and design at 

Marketing Sciences.
Marketing Sciences.

“While the primary pack is seen and used by the consumer, in 

many cases it is an outer box that initially entices the buyer to 

choose the product,” explains Peach.

This is particularly the case when it comes to gifting occasions, 

he adds. “The secondary packaging can be the real reason for 

purchase with a top quality box, for instance, making a luxury good 

an attractive gift. Impressive packaging conveys the message that 

you care about the recipient making the way the product is 

presented especially important.”

From the available evidence it’s clear packaging has an important 

role to play in determining consumer’s purchasing habits which is 

why, as a rule, spend on packaging in the luxury sector accounts for 

The best show features to make your visit an unforgettable one

The show floor at this easyFairs event is packed with seminars, clinics, networking, and m uch more. Don’t miss a thing with Packaging News’ handy guide to all the highlights

Looking for inspiration on your 

packaging? Then get along to one of 

the five learnShops Theatres hosting 

complimentary seminars with 

speakers from leading brands such 

as Sunny Delight, Warburtons and 

Burts Potato Chips. 

One highlight, as ever, is sure to 

be The BIG Packaging Debate. With 

issues around 

sustainability and 

resource efficiency still 

high on the agenda for 

packaging developers 

and manufacturers, the 

panel will examine the 

statement ‘Consumers don’t buy 

sustainable packaging’. Kicking off 

at 15:30 on Wednesday 27 February, 

it will look at a wide range of issues 

around consumers, packaging and 

sustainability.

In the Packaging News 

learnShops Theatre, meanwhile, Arla 

Foods’ Phil O’Driscoll will present the 

latest in milk bottle technology while 

brands including the children’s food 

brand Little Dish and Yorkshire Tea 

owner Taylor’s of Harrogate will tell 

all on their approach to packaging.

High-level insight at conference launch

A Sustainability Workshop & 

Clinic will allow visitors to consult 

the experts in workshop sessions 

and one-to-one personalised 

appointments to find out new ways 

to reduce your carbon footprint... 

The ever-popular Lions’ Lair, 

where the bravest exhibitors pitch 

their latest innovations to a panel 

of packaging experts, returns at 

2pm on 28 February in the 

International Brand Summit 

learnShops Theatre... Everyone 

loves a Happy Hour – so enjoy the 

show in style with a drink on 

easyFairs. Every visitor to the show 

will receive a free drink on 

Wednesday (2pm-4pm) and 

Thursday (1pm-3pm). And join your 

peers at the Networking Lounge at 

17:00 on Wednesday 27 February 

for a free drinks reception...

Expand your knowledge with 

easyFairs learnShops line-up

Join the social media debate 

with a spot of #PACKCHAT

The best in outsourcing in 

the CONTRACT PACK zone
The inaugural PACKAGING 

INNOVATIONS Conference will deliver 

high level expert opinion and 

insightful case studies for the busy 

strategic packaging decision-maker.

A prestigious line-up that reads 

like a who’s who of packaging 

experts and major brands has been 

unveiled by easyFairs for its 

inaugural conference, with keynotes 

from Unilever, Procter & Gamble, 

SABMiller, Iconoculture and Gü.

The two-day conference will be 

running throughout the easyFairs 

PACKAGING INNOVATIONS show on 

27 & 28 February 2013 and will 

Interest in packaging from printers 

has grown massively in recent 

months. To reflect this trend, the 

PRINT INNOVATIONS zone is this year 

joined by a new LABELLING 

INNOVATIONS area, making the 

show’s coverage of print 

technologies and suppliers for 

packaging better than ever.

This year’s show sees the launch 

of The BIG Print Debate, where 

experts including Karen Graley of 

Waitrose and John Charnock of Print 

Research International will discuss 

the topic ‘Everything that can 

become digital will become digital’ 

at 13:30 on Thursday 28 February. 

The 3D Print feature returns by 

popular demand, while Pro Carton, 

the European association of carton 

and cartonboard manufacturers, will 

be showcasing all the outstanding 

carton packaging from its ECMA 

Carton awards. 

The PRINT INNOVATIONS 

learnShops Theatre also promises a 

wealth of knowledge and insight into 

the latest trends in print, covering 

issues such as nanographic printing, 

the opportunities of moving to digital 

print, new technologies in finishing 

for cartons and much more.

WHERE: PRINT INNOVATIONS and 

LABELLING INNOVATIONS

Sharper focus on print with label zone
Every Wednesday between 1pm and 

2pm on Twitter, packaging 

professionals from across the 

industry are gathering to participate 

in #PACKCHAT, a weekly forum to 

discuss the latest packaging topics. 

At the show, a live one-hour session 

will take place at 1pm 

on Wednesday 27 

February, where 

attendees will 

debate a critical 

issue with the 

‘Twittersphere’. 

Until then, you 

can follow news 

about the show on 

Twitter and discuss the latest 

packaging issues at 

@easyFairsPACK or use the hashtag 

#PACKCHAT. 

WHERE: Social Media Lounge

If you’re looking for the best 

suppliers to pack and fill your 

products, make a beeline for the 

CONTRACT PACK zone. Supported by 

the British Contract Manufacturers’ 

and Packers’ Association, the area 

will host more than 30 of the top 

contract packing companies in the 

country offering a wide range of 

services including pick and pack, 

liquid filling, logistics, fulfilment and 

much more. And while you’re there, 

don’t forget to pick up your copy of 

The Contract Packer, produced by 

Packaging News.

WHERE: CONTRACT PACK

And don’t miss...

Around the show

Around the show

The packaging doctors from The 

Packaging Society are back in 

session offering free expert advice. 

Book your own one-to-one sessions 

to discuss your challenges in any 

aspect of your packaging. Check the 

website for more information or 

email PackagingUK@easyFairs.com

Book now for the Packaging 

Consultancy Clinic
Day Time Name Specialism(s)

Wed 10-12 Gordon Stewart Talent development in packaging

27 Feb 12-2 Ian Morris General and pharma packaging; training

 2-3 Keith Damarell  Packaging materials 

 3-4 Richard Bull Induction cap sealing, corona and plasma treating

Thu 10-11 Ian Davis Cartonboard

28 Feb 11-12 Keith Barnes General packaging issues

 12-1 Ian Davis Cartonboard

 1-2  Keith Barnes General packaging issues

 2-3 Ian Morris General and pharma packaging; training

 3-4  Gordon Stewart Talent development in packaging

feature experts from Kingfisher, 

Nestlé, Alliance Boots, Mintel, Space 

NK, the NHS, Waitrose, Wm Morrison 

Supermarkets, British American 

Tobacco, Heineken International and 

DHL.
These major names will draw on 

their own experiences and insights 

as they address the top packaging 

concerns for senior strategists and 

decision makers.

For further information email 

PackagingUK@easyFairs.com or visit 

www.easyFairs.com/

PIUKConference

www.packagingnews.co.uk

www.easyfairs.com/PIUK
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The best show features to make your visit an unforgettable one

The show floor at this easyFairs event is packed with seminars, clinics, networking, and m uch more. Don’t miss a thing with 

packaging? Then get along to one of 

the five learnShops Theatres hosting 

speakers from leading brands such 

as Sunny Delight, Warburtons and 

One highlight, as ever, is sure to 

be The BIG Packaging Debate. With 

statement ‘Consumers don’t buy 

sustainable packaging’. Kicking off 

at 15:30 on Wednesday 27 February, 

it will look at a wide range of issues 

around consumers, packaging and 

learnShops Theatre, meanwhile, Arla 

Foods’ Phil O’Driscoll will present the 

latest in milk bottle technology while 

brands including the children’s food 

brand Little Dish and Yorkshire Tea 

owner Taylor’s of Harrogate will tell 

all on their approach to packaging. A Sustainability Workshop & 

Clinic 

the experts in workshop sessions 

and one-to-one personalised 

appointments to find out new ways 

to reduce your carbon footprint... 

The ever-popular 

where the bravest exhibitors pitch 

their latest innovations to a panel 

of packaging experts, returns at 

2pm on 28 February in the 

Expand your knowledge with 

easyFairs learnShops line-up Interest in packaging from printers 

has grown massively in recent 

months. To reflect this trend, the 

PRINT INNOVATIONS zone is this year 

joined by a new LABELLING 

INNOVATIONS area, making the 

show’s coverage of print 

technologies and suppliers for 

packaging better than ever.

This year’s show sees the launch 

of The BIG Print Debate, where 

experts including Karen Graley of 

Waitrose and John Charnock of Print 

Research International will discuss 

the topic ‘Everything that can 

become digital will become digital’ 

at 13:30 on Thursday 28 February. 

Sharper focus on print with label zone

And don’t miss...

 3-4 Richard Bull Induction cap sealing, corona and plasma treating

www.packagingnews.co.uk

www.easyfairs.com/PIUK

Show Guide
27-28 February  2013

Halls 18 & 19
NEC, Birmingham

PIUK

/PackagingInnovations

easyFairs Packaging Group

@easyFairsPACK
#PACKNEC2013
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